Did you know, China is the world’s largest manufacturer, exporter, and consumer of textiles and clothing, accounting for around 36% of global garment exports?

This infographic contains a tiny snapshot of the sourcing information available for China within re:source.

Use this data to help build a more reliable sourcing plan and manage over 8,000 rows of data available just for China; one of the 214 countries under the 19 regions being tracked.

China Country Profile

Employment in industry
4,580,000

Number of factories
20,000

Minimum wage rate
$210 - 580

Garment worker wage
$146 - 350

Minimum wage rate (US$ per month)

Labour cost
$0.18

Labour cost (US$ per month)

Profit
$0.29

Profit (US$ per month)

Standard annual revenue
5

Standard annual revenue (US$ per month)

Global worker rights

Corruption perceptions

Wastewater treatment

Networked readiness

Minimum wage rate

Garment worker wage

Cut and make cost

Labour cost

Profit Standard allowed minutes

Profit Standard allowed minutes (US$ per month)

Production cost

Labour cost

Logistics

Key metrics

Largest garment categories exported
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ACCESSORIES

US$ 5,581,450,707

(2016 Global value)

Trade Agreements

China, South Korea

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership

Japan-Greater China Free Trade Agreement

RCEP

GSP

re:source is just-style’s new online software that delivers timely sourcing intelligence on the world’s apparel manufacturing countries. For categorised data by garment type, or garment exporter, and for more information about the countries you’re interested in, visit

https://www.just-style.com/resource